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ICONICS Thanks Our Loyal Customers
f ro m Aro u n d t h e Wo r l d
ICONICS is a leading provider of award-winning real-time visualization, SCADA and operational
management software for manufacturing intelligence and building automation. ICONICS software
delivers significant cost reductions in design, building, deployment and maintenance for a wide variety
of manufacturing companies, building owners and government organizations. ICONICS solutions have
h e l p e d o u r u s e r s t o b e m o r e a g i l e a n d p r o d u c t i v e a n d t o a c h i e v e s u s t a i n e d p r o f i t a b i l i t y. O u r p r o d u c t s
are installed in over 250,000 applications worldwide, continuously delivering value to more than 70%
of the Fortune 1000.
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About ICONICS
Founded in 1986, ICONICS is an independent software developer
and Microsoft® Gold Certified Partner of award-winning realtime visualization, HMI/SCADA, manufacturing intelligence, MES,
building automation and a suite of analytics solutions for operational
excellence. ICONICS products are used in automotive, building
automation, renewable energy, utilities, water/wastewater, oil &
gas, pharmaceuticals and many other applications.
ICONICS cultivates an international culture of innovation, creativity and
excellence in product design, development, technical support, sales and
service. The company is headquartered in Foxborough, Massachusetts, and
has offices throughout the United States and in the Netherlands, United
Kingdom, Australia, Czech Republic, China, Italy, India, France and Germany,
with over 50 percent of its sales coming from its international operations.
ICONICS also has a joint software development and sales office in the Czech
Republic.
ICONICS is committed to providing the best value for your
investment. As a leading provider of Web-enabled HMI, SCADA and
manufacturing intelligence solutions, ICONICS retains the best talent
and has created a culture that encourages innovation, creativity and excellence in its product
development, technical support, sales and service.
ICONICS’ advanced visualization, productivity
and sustainability solutions, built on its
flagship GENESIS64™ HMI/SCADA and
AnalytiX® products, help increase production,
reduce energy costs, and curtail carbonbased greenhouse gases. ICONICS products
are based on open industry standards, such
as OPC, OPC UA, BACnet, Web Services and
many others. ICONICS makes extensive use of
the latest Microsoft technology such as .NET,
HTML5, Silverlight, Active Directory, Windows
Server, Windows 7, Windows 8, SharePoint
2010, SQL Server 2008, SQL Server 2012,
Internet Explorer, Bing Maps, IIS and Office.

ICONICS is a charter member of the OPC Foundation
(www.opcfoundation.org), an organization dedicated to
“ensuring interoperability in automation” by creating and
maintaining open specifications
that standardize communication.
ICONICS has been on the OPC
Foundation Board of directors since
2003 and provides “OPC to the
Core” solutions for automation and
products for the development of OPC Servers, OPC clients and
OPC-enabled controls.

With more than 250,000 installations worldwide, ICONICS’ extensive software solutions are used in
a wide variety of applications across many industries. In order to meet the high demands of many
large and complex applications, ICONICS provides consulting services and extensive training to
support its customers, including end users, Systems Integrators, OEMs and channel partners.
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President’s Message
Welcome to the ICONICS Customer Success Story Catalog. Since ICONICS’ founding in 1986, and
with over 250,000 installations worldwide, our industrial automation software solutions have helped
customers in a vast array of industries and applications. From delivering solutions for the world’s
largest pipeline to automating renewable wind parks, ICONICS’ solutions have helped to meet the
most demanding challenges worldwide.
Inside the Success Story Catalog
This catalog is a compilation of the most successful implementations, installations
and deployments across the globe. We have organized these stories into the
following industry categories:
• Building Controls
• Government Infrastructure
• Oil, Gas & Petrochemical
• Water & Wastewater

• Food & Pharmaceutical
• Machine Builders & Manufacturing
• Renewable Energy, Power & Utilities

In each of the enclosed success stories, you’ll read about real world customer
needs in achieving unique business objectives and the recommended
ICONICS solutions for these needs. These stories also include ICONICS channel
partners involved in each project, the ultimate outcome and, in some cases,
future expansion plans to use other ICONICS products.

Russell L. Agrusa
President & CEO
ICONICS, Inc.

2012 Microsoft Sustainability Partner of the Year
This past year, ICONICS was honored to win the prestigious Microsoft 2012 Sustainability Partner
of the Year award. This award recognizes the partner who delivered software and technology
innovations built on the Microsoft platform that helped people and organizations around the world
reduce their impact on the environment.
We hope that you enjoy these customer stories and find out how ICONICS has helped solve real
world applications. We also hope these testimonials inspire you to learn how ICONICS can help meet
your or your clients’ automation software needs.
Thank you again to those customers and partners who helped us put this Success Story Catalog together.
And to our potential new customers, we look forward to working with you.
Sincerely,

Russell L. Agrusa
President and CEO
ICONICS, Inc.
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Sustainability Partner of the Year
ICONICS was chosen for the Microsoft Sustainability Partner of the Year Award for 2012 from nearly 3,000
entrants. Due to our successful implementation of customer solutions based on Microsoft technology and
a continued dedication to new technology, ICONICS puts sustainability at the forefront of our innovation.
After the second Microsoft Award received in
four years; the other being the 2008 Microsoft
Partner of the Year Award; ICONICS is proud
to produce the cutting edge software that
Microsoft has come to expect and appreciate
in ICONICS.
Sustainability is a growing priority for many businesses including many building and manufacturing
facilities worldwide. In the United States alone, industry experts estimate that businesses spend
about $100 billion on energy for their offices. This creates a pronounced need for the careful
allocation and management of natural resources. Customers, as a direct result of using the ICONICS
solution, have realized a 6-12% cost reduction and energy savings in year one, with an ROI in as
short as nine months. A prescriptive software approach to identifying sources of energy loss has
proven itself in buildings, manufacturing operations and water/sewer industries.
ICONICS’ Sustainability and AnalytiX®
solutions help reduce energy costs,
cut consumption, and curtail carbonbased greenhouse gases generated by
manufacturers, buildings and factories.
To achieve these goals, ICONICS solutions
utilize the complete Microsoft stack
including; .NET (WPF, WCF, WF), Silverlight,
Active Directory, Windows Server, Windows
8, SharePoint 2010, SQL Server 2012,
Internet Explorer, Windows Phone, Bing
Maps, IIS and Office 2013.

“For its commitment to helping customers increase
the energy-efficiency of their operations, ICONICS, Inc.
is recognized by Microsoft as the 2012 Sustainability
Partner of the Year. By using the Microsoft technology
platform to harness the power of real-time data from
manufacturing and facility operations, ICONICS has
achieved outstanding results in driving customer
sustainability efforts and reducing energy costs across
all the multiple industries.”

Rob Bernard
In today’s competitive global economy,
everyone is looking for ways to reduce
Chief Environmental Strategist
consumption, monitor conditions, lower
Microsoft
energy costs and minimize carbon emissions.
To that end, ICONICS designed its AnalytiX
suite with the flexibility to cater to any
application in any industry. Virtually any
process, production or building data that
requires summarization, aggregation, comparison and observation over time can greatly benefit from
this solution. Applications range from buildings and facilities, smart grids and large water plants to wind
and solar renewable energy sites, airports and campus-wide installations; all providing the desired,
sustainable results that customers can anticipate when using ICONICS software solutions.
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Software Solutions
ICONICS Software Solutions cover a wide variety of customer and partner visualization, control and
analysis needs. For more information, visit ICONICS online at www.iconics.com.

HMI/SCADA

ICONICS creates 64-bit and 32-bit HMI/SCADA software suites that help customers visualize and
control processes in a wide variety of industries and applications worldwide.
GENESIS64™ is a mission critical, scalable,
64-bit HMI/SCADA solution utilizing
the latest visualization technologies to
deliver high-powered 2D, 3D and GEOSCADA HMI visualizations with natural
user interfaces such as Multitouch. It
provides universal connectivity through
OPC, OPC UA, BACnet, SNMP and Web
Service protocols.
GENESIS32™, for 32-bit platforms,
provides advanced visualization solutions,
connecting plant-level operations to the
enterprise, turning real-time data into a
competitive advantage.

Analytics

ICONICS has created an analytics suite of products that transforms large amounts of real-time data
from manufacturing and facility operations into Actionable Intelligence, driving improvement in
productivity, efficiency, quality and sustainability.
Energy AnalytiX® is a sustainability and energy management solution that helps reduce energy
costs, cut consumption and curtail carbon-based greenhouse gases generated by manufacturers,
buildings and factories. Energy AnalytiX’ ability to integrate data from any electric, gas, fuel, steam
or water meter, as well as operations and business variables, delivers the insight needed to identify
improvement opportunities.
Facility AnalytiX ® is a predictive equipment
diagnostic solution that uses an advanced
Fault Detection and Diagnostics (FDD) Engine
to analyze all available information to detect
and predict faults in equipment, incorporating
algorithms that weigh the probability of faults and
advises management, operators and maintenance
personnel of actions to prevent equipment
failures or excessive use of energy.
Productivity Analytics™ empowers decision
makers at all levels of the enterprise with realtime and accurate information to help drive global
operational efficiency and strengthen competitive
market advantage. Gain insight into OEE, Cycle
time, Yield and many more KPIs. Visualize, analyze
and report on any Web browser or Microsoft
SharePoint portal.
Alarm Analytics™ provides insight into alarm frequency, statistics, user acknowledgements,
priority distributions and hidden correlations, helping personnel to visualize, analyze, and manage
alarm information.
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Software Solutions
Web and Mobile Solutions

With ICONICS’ Mobile and Web Solutions, the graphics, dashboards, trends and
reports that users create to manage operations can be viewed and analyzed
from Web-connected devices, providing secure management access from
your plant, factory, building, campus or via phone/tablet on the go.
WebHMI™ uses Web browsers to provide an interface with ICONICS’ graphics,
trending and alarming applications (applications within the HMI/SCADA
suites) with no need to install any software onto the remote clients or to
export or convert displays.
MobileHMI™ provides real-time mobile access to critical data in
manufacturing, industrial and building operations, maximizing the value
of corporate data and improving ROI and overall business performance.
Deliver dazzling graphics, charts, trends, grids and push alert notifications
to any smartphone or tablet.
PortalWorX™ allows users to easily create and manage custom manufacturing
portals, business portals and visualization dashboards. Numerous Web
Parts are provided to deliver rich graphics, trending, charting, reporting and
much more. Versions are available for delivery via Microsoft SharePoint® as
well as direct display on any browser.
PortalWorX™-SL is a new integrated dashboard technology. Users can easily
combine and configure HMI graphic displays, trending, alarming, Energy AnalytiX® views, data grids
and other Web Parts into a role-based dashboard. Run PortalWorX dashboards in any popular Web
browser, including Google Chrome, Apple Safari, Internet Explorer and many others.

Manufacturing Intelligence

ICONICS’ Manufacturing Intelligence suite of solutions provides users with accurate up-to-date, realtime information from all enterprise systems, resulting in increased profitability and streamlined
business efficiency.
BizViz™ translates manufacturing data from the plant floor into actionable intelligence for decision
makers at the enterprise level, integrating data from multiple data sources into visual summaries
through powerful dashboards and reports.
BridgeWorX™ performs efficient data exchange to and from any database or data source. With a unique
visual transaction data-mapping configuration wizard, users are able to transfer information, including
commands, to and from real-time OPC or BACnet devices and corporate business information systems.
ReportWorX™ is a powerful reporting tool that turns volumes of data into manufacturing intelligence.
Connecting to multiple data sources, including real-time OPC and BACnet data, as well as databases,
ReportWorX processes data from the plant floor, corporate databases and everywhere in between.

Historians

ICONICS’ Historian family of products provides
flexible data historian solutions, whether for
high speed or applications that demand
efficient data storage to archive years of
information, ensuring that critical data is never
more than a few clicks away.
Hyper Historian™ is a high-performance,
mission-critical, industrial data historian
designed for the most demanding applications
and to log greater than 100,000 tags per second.
Hyper Historian works with multiple data
sources across the enterprise including OPC UA
Servers, OPC DA Servers, OPC XML DA Servers,
BACnet, SNMP devices and many more.
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Works on Any Glass, Anytime

™

Introducing ICONICS MobileHMI App for Windows 8

ICONICS MobileHMI™ App for Microsoft Windows 8 is a rich client to visualize and analyze alarms,
trends and assets from anywhere and at any time. Designed for Microsoft Windows 8 surfaces
and other smart devices, it provides dazzling animated process graphics, alarms, KPIs and key
metrics in real time. Natural multi-touch gestures make it easy to operate, as you can zoom or
drill down into areas of interest.

Mobility and portability of hardware and data is at the heart of information technology’s
continuous evolution. New smartphones, tablets, hybrid laptops and similar devices emerge at
a rapid pace, providing users with multiple options for how data is created, viewed and acted
upon. ICONICS is an industry leader in creating HMI/SCADA, manufacturing intelligence and
analytical software solutions for mobile use.

Try it Now!

Download the ICONICS app for Windows 8 at
http://www.iconics.com/mobilehmi/8 and access
our demonstration server to witness the power of
Windows 8 at your fingertips.
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Global Technical Support
ICONICS has created a ser vice and suppor t
structure to assist customers and partners with
our software solutions. We continually invest in
the latest technologies, linking our support and
engineering organizations together electronically.
When you call our support line, or access our online
support portal, you are routed to the appropriate
technical experts based on your specific need/
topic and the time of day. You will receive the
same world-class service from all of our global
support offices.
Our support offices are staffed with experts that
have immediate access to multiple versions of all
of our software products, so we can reproduce the
same steps and actions that you are performing. In
addition, with your approval, we have the ability
to remotely access your system, so that we can
observe your operations first hand and can provide
hands-on support.

ICONICS Technical Support Features:
• “Follow the Sun” Telephone Support Option
• 24/7 Telephone Support Option
• Technical Support Centers Around the Globe
• Global Case Tracking System for Easy Access
• Support Options Include: Online, By Phone or Email
• Interactive Case Resolution Via Remote Sessions
• Experienced, Trained Support Staff
• Escalation of Cases As Needed
• Installation/Upgrades/Licensing Assistance
• License Replacement Assistance
• Multiple Software Versions Supported

Customers can access support via the
communications method that is most productive
for them: phone, email or online portal. Those who
select our customer portal can access the current
status of any issue they have reported and all activity
performed on it at http://partners.iconics.com.

Customer Connection Portal
ICONICS has developed a one-stop online location for all of your support needs. At the Customer
Connection Portal, you can search the ICONICS Knowledgebase, review Application Notes, watch “How
To” videos, engage with the Customer Forum and Blog, download software updates and view Frequently
Asked Questions. You can even see your active SupportWorX Plans and support cases.
The Customer Connection Portal complements our
telephone support and gives our customers and
partners the ability to communicate with ICONICS
and to collaborate with peers. You will also have direct
access to many of the resources used by our technical
support and professional services staff.
Visit http://partners.iconics.com to get started today!
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ICONICS Customer Connection Portal Features:
• Extensive Knowledgebase
• Broad Range Search Engine
• Product Feature Training Videos
• “How To” Videos
• Access to “My Support Cases” for Current Status
• Review Open Items for You or Your Customers
• Forums and Connection to Other ICONICS Users
• Software Updates and Service Packs
• Full Release Downloads and Hot Fixes
• Sales Support Information
• Tips of the Day
• News
• FAQs

Consulting Services
There are times when applications require
design, implementation or specialized startup
assistance. In these situations, you can work
directly with our highly skilled applications
engineers at our Global Support and Service
Centers. Our applications engineers have
extensive experience implementing customer
solutions with our many products. Our
professional service team offers proof of
concept design assistance, problem solving,
expert technical support and a collaborative
effort between the end user, the system
integrator and ICONICS’ engineering staff.

Quality Professional Services Features:
• Well-trained Application and System Engineers
• Provides Back-up for Tight Deadlines
• Assures that Systems are Properly Designed
• Guidance on Most Efficient User Strategies
• Teaches ICONICS’ Product Features Capabilities
• Configuration Assistance
• On-site/In-house Services

QPS Services are provided to complement and
support the strong engineering capability of
our Systems Integrators and Distributors.
QPS is purchased on a Time/Expense basis
or a Fixed Price/Delivery of Scope of Work
basis. Typical uses for this service include:
system architectural design guidance, custom
development and scripting assistance, startup
assistance, custom training, proof of concept
demonstrations and additional resources to
help meet critical project schedules.

Training
An investment in ICONICS Training will result in reduced engineering costs and greatly improved
system designs. ICONICS training classes are packed with hands-on, in-depth interactions with
our products. Tips and shortcuts offered by ICONICS’ expert instructors will help you develop your
applications quickly and efficiently. Training is available in our training centers around the world.
Certification is offered to any student who
successfully completes an ICONICS provided
training course. Training is an essential
component of ICONICS’ channel certification
programs, including its Systems Integrator
Program (SIP), Distributor and Representative
Certification Programs.

ICONICS Training Features:
• Globally Scheduled Classroom Training
• Extensive Training Books & Class Materials
• 2-day and 3-day Classes or 1 Week Packages
• On-site Training with Customer Specified Content

ICONICS is dedicated to providing the highest quality of training. We offer an array of training courses
on ICONICS GENESIS64, GENESIS32, Hyper Historian, AnalytiX and BizViz Product Suites. Official
ICONICS training is scheduled at ICONICS’ global support centers. Custom training courses are
available by request and may be conducted at customer locations. For additional information, please
contact ICONICS or its sales representatives.
All courses are a combination of lecture and hands-on training. What you develop during training
goes home with you, along with a hard copy of the documentation for future reference.
Contact ICONICS to schedule customized training to fit your organization’s exact needs, either in
our facilities, or yours.
Courses are scheduled in ICONICS facilities around the world, where and when you need them.
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AdvanTech Corporation is a 26 year old
WBE and UL certiﬁed controls, automation
and distribution company located in Fairﬁeld,
NJ. Being one of ICONICS oldest Distributors
and Preferred Integrator Partners, our staff
has extensive experience in implementation
of custom control and monitoring projects
for various industries/government/municipal
agencies. With an in-house UL approved
panel shop, AdvanTech provides engineering
services, PLC/DCS hardware, SCADA/HMI
software, instrumentation, communication
equipment, complete turnkey systems and
Automation Solutions for American Industry.
AdvanTech Corporation
20 Just Road
Fairﬁeld, NJ 07004
PH: (973) 808-8550
FX: (973) 808-2923
EMAIL: info@advantechcorp.com
http://www.AdvanTechCorp.com

“We chose ICONICS’ AnalytiX solution firstly because
of the working relationship and support which
ICONICS has given us in the past, and secondly
because we think ICONICS now has the software
tools at their disposal with GENESIS64 and AnalytiX
to deliver the complete countywide SCADA, Leakage
and Energy Management solution to our customer.”
David Cully

Project Manager
Cully Automation
1
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Arvin-Edison
Water Storage District
Arvin, California

An Arvin-Edison
Water Storage Plant in Action

ICONICS Software Deployed
Arvin-Edison Water Storage District selected
ICONICS GENESIS32™ OPC Web-enabled
HMI/SCADA suite, including: GraphWorX™32
HMI graphical display package; TrendWorX™32
Live and Historical Data Logging, Charting and
Reporting software; and AlarmWorX™32 alarm
management system.

An Arvin-Edison Water Level Indicator

About Arvin-Edison Water Storage District
The Arvin-Edison Water Storage District, south of
Bakersfield, CA, is one of the world’s most sophisticated conjunctive use programs. Arvin-Edison acquires water in wet years and stores it underground
for use in dry years. This program provides water
supplies to District areas covering 132,000 acres of
prime agricultural land, which do not have access
to surface water.
Arvin-Edison and the Metropolitan Water District
of Southern California cooperate in a groundwater
storage and water exchange, which benefits both
agricultural users in Arvin-Edison and urban users in Los Angeles; an example of how urban and
agricultural water users can work together for mutual advantage.
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Project Summary
Arvin-Edison Water Storage District uses ICONICS
GENESIS32 for monitoring water levels and motors
that pump water to upstream sites, as well as for remote turn on/off of pump motors in emergency situations. The district utilizes 46 pumping plants plus
10 plants that supply water level indicators only to
the organization’s headquarters.
The plants are controlled by local programming at
the sites themselves through Westinghouse PC1100/
PC1200 in older systems or SCADAPacks in newer
systems. Of the 56 locations, four have recently been
upgraded from older versions to more recent GENESIS32 software. The ICONICS solutions are linked
to Lundahl DC1003 level indicators, Delta Controls
551 pressure transmitters, AB soft-start controllers
and GE Multiline PQMII power monitors.
Benefits of the System
With their upgraded ICONICS solutions, Arvin-Edison Water Storage District is able to maintain accurate control and render visual displays of pump
status and various water levels throughout the Dis-

Water/Wastewater

trict and control slide gates regulating water in various parts of their canal system. GENESIS32 and the
individual suite components integrate easily into the
District’s Windows 2000 network.
ICONICS provides the near real-time information
and plant control the District requires, whereas
the replaced system provided updates with an 8to 15-second delay on a continuous basis to all the
connected sites.

Wastegate Control Overview

Conclusion
Arvin-Edison Water District is pleased with the
speed of implementation coupled with the nearly instantaneous data retrieval of ICONICS GENESIS32.
The organization plans additional upgrades of older
software to the most recent V9 release. In addition,
the District plans to add the ability to remotely control Check Gates into the system.
Further on, the District plans upgrades on starters
with AB Soft Start and Variable Speed drives, as well
as the addition of power factor correction equipment
to the motor start system, all of which will integrate
into their ICONICS solution.

Case Study Details
Arvin-Edison Water Storage District looked
for specific benefits before deciding upon
ICONICS solutions, including:
• Ease of Use in Building Graphics and Applications
• Ability to Upgrade as Needed
• Fast, Easy Implementation
• Remote Control
• Expertise with Water/Wastewater Applications

Water Transfer from Ground Storage

Solutions Highlighted
GraphWorX
HMI Graphical Display Package
AlarmWorX
Multimedia OPC Alarm Management Software
TrendWorX
Data Logging, Charting and Reporting Software
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Cork County Council
Cork, Ireland

Roches Point in Cork, Ireland

“Cully Automation Ltd. chose ICONICS’ AnalytiX solution firstly because of the working
relationship and support which ICONICS has
given us in the past, and secondly because
we think ICONICS now has the software
tools at their disposal with GENESIS64 and
AnalytiX to deliver the complete countywide
SCADA, Leakage and Energy Management
solution to our customer.”

Bing Maps Integration with AnalytiX

About Cork County Council
Cork County covers an area of 2,880 square miles,
making Cork the largest county in Ireland at 11% of the
Irish State. After deciding to institute a directive from
the European Union (EU) to reduce energy consumption by 30% by 2020, Cork County Council realized
that understanding their area’s network would be crucial in providing superior service. Cork County Council treats and supplies water to approximately 40,000
non-domestic customers and 100,000 homes across the
county. Due to its size, Cork County is broken up into
four zones–North, South, East and West Cork–which
makes data aggregation even more difficult to manage.
At the time, the council was using manual data entry
with Excel to produce the leakage figures required by
the Department of the Environment. However, with
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David Cully
Project Manager
Cully Automation

four zones to maintain, this method made it too difficult to efficiently calculate leakage figures.
ICONICS Software Deployed
This is where ICONICS’ GENESIS64™ and AnalytiX®
products really come into their own; Cully Automation
Ltd. was able to simply convert the existing graphics
that had been deployed on earlier GENESIS32™ projects, and connect directly to the SCADA data.
However, it was not just ICONICS’ SCADA that
needed integration, with the County having a number of legacy non-ICONICS SCADA solutions still
operational, there were many components needing
additional conversion. By using GENESIS64 and
the OPC platform, the full integration was a seamless process, providing what is now a true Countywide visualization solution leveraging Bing™ maps.

Water/Wastewater

From this single SharePoint® 2010 view, the Council remain at the cutting edge of industry standards.
can access charts and reports on the status of any
meter from any DMA in the county.
Benefits of the System
ICONICS products enabled the system to daily send
Project Summary
data from each remote meter, to be read in the HisThe average daily volume of water produced in Cork torian and used for calculating the water usage for
County is estimated to be well over 150,000 yd3/day each DMA. By using a simple, intuitive point-andwith the total length of water in the Public Water Sup- click interface, an asset tree of DMA’s was able to
ply Schemes estimated to be 3,500 miles long. The be quickly created and calculations added. By lenumber of yards from which to retrieve that data con- veraging the latest Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 R2
tinues to increase – approximately 391 District Meter- technologies, including StreamInsight, the collected

AnalytiX Overview Screen of a DMA

ing Areas (DMA) with up to 3 yards per DMA.
With such a vast supply network, the Council could not
meet the new EU directives on energy consumption by
continuing to use traditional manual data collection methods. Therefore, with the EU regulations looming, and the
scale of data collection increasing, Cork County looked
to Cully Automation Ltd. to install a number of Plant
SCADA systems to control and monitor local stations.
Due to the nature of this deployment, a collaborative
approach was undertaken by ICONICS application
support engineers and Cully Automation Ltd. This allowed Cully Automation Ltd. to impart their knowledge
and expertise in Water Conservation projects which
led to AnalytiX product enhancements, strengthening the product for everyone. This is a business model
ICONICS is proud to use and enables the company to

A Bar Chart Comparison of Daily Water Use

data was then integrated together to produce an upto-date and accurate DMA water usage figure.
Conclusion
David Cully, Project Manager, said “We were the
only company to be able to provide a turnkey solution
from putting the meter in the ground, to delivering
a leakage report on the county manager’s desk. This
was achieved because ICONICS’ GENESIS64 and
AnalytiX products provide a consistent user interface
designed upon open industry and IT standards.”
The Cork County Council Water Conservation project
ended up with over 1,000 remote telemetry flow meters sent data via GPRS and over 1,000 data points all
integrated into a single view of County-wide SCADA,
Water Conservation & Energy Management .
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Cucamonga Valley
Water District
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

District Map of
Cucamonga Valley Water District

“With products such as GENESIS32,
PocketGENESIS, and WebHMI, ICONICS has
helped us accomplish our control system goals.”
Ed Diggs
Production Supervisor
Cucamonga Valley Water District

novative water treatment technologies and its leadership in addressing regional and state water issues.
LWM Filter Screen

About Cucamonga Valley Water District
Cucamonga Valley Water District (CVWD), headquartered in Rancho Cucamonga, California, has as its mission “to provide high quality, safe and reliable water and
wastewater services, while practicing good stewardship
of natural and financial resources”. Its service area includes Rancho Cucamonga, and portions of Upland,
Ontario and Fontana, and some areas of San Bernardino
County. CVWD serves a population of approximately
170,000 customers within a 47 square mile area.
CVWD, a public corporation, functions as a Special
District, which means it is an independent unit of
local government serving the needs of a community. With approximately 45,000 water connections
and 35,000 sewer connections, CVWD is one of the
leading water suppliers in the region thanks to its in-
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ICONICS Software Deployed
Among Cucamonga Valley Water District’s ICONICS
solutions are GENESIS32™ Enterprise HMI/SCADA
suite integrated with AlarmWorX™32 MMX distributed enterprise-wide alarm notification system,
ReportWorX™ enterprise reporting, charting and
analysis software, WebHMI™ Web-based real-time
automation software, Pocket GenBroker communications bridge, OPC Data ToolWorX™, ICONICS AB
OPC Server, and SQL/MSDE Logging.
Project Summary
Cucamonga Valley Water District began an expansion
project intended to simultaneously bring Web-based
and mobile functionality to their control system. The
organization needed such features in an HMI/SCADA
solution that would integrate with existing systems
(AB Controls, Rockwell, etc.) and operating systems
(moving from Microsoft Windows 2000 to XP).

Water/Wastewater

Working with engineering partner, Black & Veatch,
CVWD sought a Web-enabled solution that wasn’t processor-intensive, a mobile component for employees in
remote locations, and comprehensive reporting abilities. ICONICS GENESIS32, coupled with WebHMI
and ICONICS’ Pocket GENESIS mobile Pocket PC
industrial software, fulfilled expectations.
Benefits of the System
ICONICS was able to meet Cucamonga Valley Water
District’s Web, mobile, and reporting needs for their

LWM Plant Overview

industrial automation. WebHMI provides a browserbased alternative to single PC-based software. Pocket GENESIS allows CVWD to monitor and control
their system away from the plant environment. The
plant is able to utilize ReportWorX to fulfill their reporting requirements to the California Department
of Health. In fact, ICONICS met CVWD’s requirements through multiple phases including monitoring, reporting, and alarming.
Conclusion
Cucamonga Valley Water District and its project
partner selected ICONICS not only due to its wide
array of HMI/SCADA solutions and multiple features (Web, mobile), but also due to the reputation
for the software’s ease of use.

Case Study Details
Cucamonga Valley Water District required
the following in their selection of their HMI/
SCADA solution:
• Mobility – access via “pocket” device
• Web-enabled solution
• Wide alarm notification options
• Comprehensive reporting mechanism

AHB Plant Overview

Solutions Highlighted
Pocket GENESIS
Mobile PC Industrial Software
AlarmWorX
Multimedia OPC Alarm Management Software
ReportWorX
Enterprise Reporting, Charting and Analysis Software
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City of Cumberland
Water/Wastewater
Cumberland, MD

City of Cumberland, MD

GraphWorX™32 for process visualization and operator runtime information. Both AlarmWorX™32 and
TrendWorX™32 are deployed and remotely log data
to a main server-class computer running Microsoft
SQL Server located downtown.
The server uses ReportWorX™, part of the ICONICS
BizViz™ suite, to automatically generate reports for
both the Water Filtration Plant and the Wastewater
Treatment Plant. AlarmWorX™32 Multimedia runs
on the server to provide remote alarm annunciation
to plant personnel. ICONICS WebHMI™ also runs
on the server allowing plant supervisors remote access to the system, anywhere in the city.
Daily CSO Report in ReportWorX

About City of Cumberland Water/Wastewater
The City of Cumberland, Maryland (population
25,000) is a beautiful little city nestled among the
Appalachian Mountains. Established in 1787, it’s
the home of the first national road, now known as
Route 40 or National Highway. Over the years, it has
also been home to numerous railroads and was the
western terminus of the famous C&O Canal. Cumberland sits approximately 950 feet above sea level
and has an annual rainfall of 36.5 inches and an annual snowfall of 34.1 inches.
ICONICS Software Deployed
GENESIS32™ Enterprise Editions are deployed on
dedicated workstations at the Water Filtration Plant
and the Wastewater Treatment Plant. They utilize
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Project Summary
With an existing installation at the Wastewater Treatment Plant, ICONICS was the logical choice for the
new system. It was designed to visualize information of remote pumping stations, elevated tanks and
reservoir levels for the Water Filtration Plant and for
visualizing and reporting information about Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) events, important to
the Wastewater Treatment Plant and the surrounding
watershed authorities. When it rains, or when snow
melts, there exists potentials for CSO events. Once
manual and highly labor intensive, these events are
now tracked in real time and reported on as soon as
the event has ended.
The system was installed and commissioned by
Consolidated Electric, Inc. of Cumberland MD
with the help of ARK Systems, Inc. of Columbia,
MD and O&M Engineering of Ellicott City, MD,

Water/Wastewater

under the supervision of KLH Engineers, Inc. of
Pittsburgh, PA.
KEPWare Modbus/TCP OPC Servers installed on both
ICONICS GENESIS32 workstations facilitate communications to Schneider Electric M1E PLCs. This is
done via wireless broadband Ethernet over the Allegany County ALLCONET. The ALLCONET infrastructure is an IP-based, high speed Intranet providing the
security of a world class firewall and the stability and
speed of a fully monitored microwave network.
For the CSO events, the PLCs are connected to sen-

Monthly CSO Outfall Report Flow

sors that determine sewer overflow and begin accumulating that data inside the PLCs that is then logged
to the remote server and reported on by ReportWorX.
For the Water Filtration Plant purposes, the PLCs are
connected to sensors that determine tank levels and
pump station water flow usage and accumulate that
data inside the PLCs that is then logged to the remote
server and reported on by ReportWorX.
On a daily basis, ReportWorX generates a Filter
Plant Daily Report. The Filter Plant Daily Report
is a combination of sub reports and chart data plots
done via separate Excel worksheet tabs. The sub reports are for daily, weekly and month to date totals
of motor/pump runtime hours and station flows, in
addition to daily tank and reservoir levels listed every one-half (1/2) hour. The chart data plots are for

the daily tank levels. Each site where the tank level
is measured and logged has a separate chart plot, on
its own sheet, in the report.
Key Features
By deploying ICONICS GENESIS32, the City of
Cumberland has seen numerous productivity enhancements. At the Water Filtration Plant, with
pump station intrusion alarms and pump failure
alarms, plant operators can respond to critical problems as they arise, saving valuable time and money.

Water Distribution System Screen

Having real-time information allows the Wastewater
Treatment Plant personnel to provide surrounding
watershed authorities with the information they need
to respond accordingly to overflow situations. Additionally, information that has been gathered could
possibly save the city on future capital expenditures
by allowing them to build structures based on actual
and not estimated capacities.
Conclusion
Utilizing a combination of ICONICS BizViz Suite
and GENESIS32 Enterprise Suite, the City of
Cumberland has a system that will pay for itself by
enhancing productivity and reducing overall operating costs.
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East Coast Water &
Wastewater Company
Eastern United States

ECWW
Water Treatment
Plant in Operation

Blower Building Monitoring/Controls

About East Coast Water and
Wastewater Company
East Coast Water and Wastewater Company (ECWW)
is a large water production and sewage treatment operation on the East Coast of the United States. ECWW
is one of many water and wastewater companies managing water production and waste removal facilities
across the United States and Canada which are using
ICONICS products to manage their operations.
ICONICS Software Deployed
Over 70 ICONICS GENESIS32 SCADA Workstations in 32 different plants performing supervisory
functions, using GraphWorX32, AlarmWorX32,
TrendWorX32, ScriptWorX32, Multimedia Alarm
Annunciation, and WebHMI products.
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Key Features
ECWW utilized OPC-enabled, local and WebHMI-based water and wastewater processing using
Web browser/Thin Client/Internet technology to
provide production, maintenance and management personnel with real-time visualization and
important alarm information. Every aspect of
potable water production and sewage processing
is controlled and supervised using the ICONICS
GENESIS32 SCADA capabilities with real-time
Web access via ICONICS GenBroker technology
and Bristol Babcock RTU I/O hardware products.
These systems provide a cost-effective means of
providing alarms, data, and trends to operations
and management on demand.
Project Summary
Over 200 Management and Operations personnel at
ECWW Company utilize the ICONICS WebHMI
and GENESIS32 software to monitor and control
32 plants scattered over the entire state. These systems provide access to information for over 12,000
I/O points via 650 GENESIS32 screens. Six thousand of those points are available via 350 WebHMI
pages with OPC data. These view-only screens are
available to properly logged-in users on the ECWW
Company Wide Area Network.
In addition to viewing real time alarms and system faults, Microsoft Access is used to record all
alarms, events and operator actions for long term
alarm archiving and alarm reporting. Local operator stations print the alarms as they occur and store

Water/Wastewater

them to local Alarm Logs with AlarmWorX32 Logging. Several local operator stations are equipped
with the ICONICS Multimedia Alarm Notification option software so that supervisors and operators may be notified via alpha-numeric pagers and telephones when critical systems require
immediate attention. Local Operators, Supervisors, and corporate office management staff view
trend data from the entire system via an ICONICS
WebHMI Server using GenBroker routing over
their Wide Area Network. Users can view daily,

Filter Controls Screen at This East Coast
Water & Wastewater Company

weekly, and longer trends as needed to manage
the flow of water through the plants and into the
distribution network.
East coast-based ECWW Company uses WebHMI
to provide view-only access for management and
supervisory personnel. WebHMI, running on Windows 2000 and Internet Information Server from
Microsoft, provides real-time OPC Data for the
view-only screens. Six thousand I/O points are
available via 350 Web pages. These screens are
available to properly logged-in users on the ECWW
Company Wide Area Network. Trends and overview pages are available, for almost instantaneous
access, to qualified personnel.
The communications network backbone of the
project depends on TCP/IP and provides good per-

formance for Web-based access to critical process
information. A dedicated Windows 2000 PC is used
to maintain the centralized License and Security
backbone. All WebHMI users request security permission and login authentication from the centralized Windows 2000 level security system. A system
of secure routers and firewalls is used to provide
physical security for the TCP/IP WAN.

Distribution Tank Trends

Conclusion
ICONICS has worked closely and successfully
with ECWW Company and Bristol Babcock, an
ICONICS OEM, to make this statewide water project a great success. ECWW Company participates
in the ICONICS End-User Support and Maintenance
program to keep their software updated.
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City of Enid
Enid, Oklahoma

Interactive Map Showing
the City of Enid’s Ames Plant

“(GENESIS64 is) friendly point and click
set-up software with no additional help
needed.”
Roy Robins, Systems Integrator
City of Enid

A City of Enid Water Production Control Screen
Developed using ICONICS GENESIS64

About City of Enid Water/Wastewater
The City of Enid, Oklahoma is located 70
miles North of Oklahoma City. The city’s water
management services include production,
distribution and reclamation. The Water
Production department is responsible for “the
maintenance and operation of the water collection
system, and treatment plants. The water is treated,
tested, metered and monitored to meet the most
stringent requirements set down by the State
Department of Environmental Quality, the Federal
Department of Environmental Quality and the
Federal Environmental Protection Agency.”
The collection system serves about 50,000 residents,
with an average of 11 million gallons daily and
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peaks of 20 million in the summer. It includes
approximately 140 producing underground water
wells with 200 miles of collection lines, 23 million
gallons of storage tanks, seven pumping stations
and two treatment plants. The department operates
seven days a week to produce safe, potable water for
residential, commercial and industrial customers.
ICONICS Software Deployed
The City of Enid selected ICONICS GENESIS64™
64-bit
HMI/SCADA
software,
including
GraphWorX™64 vector-based 2D/3D graphic
design and WebHMI™ Web-based, real-time
automation. In addition, they also selected ICONICS
OPC Server Suite (supporting both OPC-UA and
OPC-DA connectivity).
Project Summary
The City of Enid’s Water Production department
sought to upgrade its control system. Originally
consisting of push-button controls, it evolved from an
older simple one-line diagram type to ActiveX-based
controls. The city considered multiple solutions,
including those from several competitors, then decided

Water/Wastewater

upon ICONICS GENESIS32™ HMI/SCADA suite
and have recently upgraded to GENESIS64.
Following a 60-day development cycle, the
department initially used their new ICONICS
software to design and implement their new
Water Production control system. The goal was to
standardize on the selected software and provide
an interface with ease of access for all operators.
Using GENESIS64 resulted in an exact 3D view of
remote stations and pump rooms. The department is
also developing a new Wastewater system with their

A GENESIS64-built Monitoring/Control Screen
for the City of Enid’s Cleo Springs Location

systems integration partner, Integrated Controls,
which will also feature GENESIS64.
The department’s new system handles over 1,400
tags in its Water Production system, which now
integrates with their Koyo PLCs. The ICONICS
software also ties into additional hardware including
wireless, serial and networking connections (e.g.
UHF, VHF and FSK [Frequency Shift Key]). Among
the Microsoft products in use are Windows Server
2008, Security Essentials and SQL Server.
Benefits of the System
The City of Enid’s Water Production department
saw several benefits in implementing ICONICS
software. First, they wanted a solution that would
integrate seamlessly with Microsoft SQL Server.

Next, they wanted HMI/SCADA software that
they considered secure enough for a municipal
project. They also wanted HMI/SCADA software
that would allow for ease of programming for their
operators, which they found within the Workbench,
the centralized Web-based interface that makes
it easy for users to open GENESIS64 products
and configure components, runtime, and security.
Finally, the department wanted a solution that easily
integrated with OPC technology and standards,
which is handily provided through ICONICS OPC

An Additional City of Enid Water Plant Control Screen

Server suite. An additional benefit comes from
ICONICS WebHMI. The water control system is
now accessible via a standard Web browser.
The systems integrators for the city have ultimately
found ICONICS software to be truly “user-friendly”
and they appreciate being able to easily design their
project in-house. Future plans for the department are
to expand the Water Production system, as well as
integrate more Web and mobile access.
Conclusion
In the end, the City of Enid’s Water Production
department sought a new system that would “give
the operators a smooth, graphical interface and fast,
reliable and accurate data”. Their upgrade to the latest
64-bit solutions from ICONICS was a fluid transition.
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Hyderabad Metropolitan Water
Supply & Sewerage Board
Hyderabad, India

A Water Processing Facility at
Hyderabad Water Supply & Sewerage Board

ICONICS Software Deployed
The Hyderabad Metropolitan Water Supply & Sewerage Board, working with Nish Automation Pvt Ltd of
Surat, selected ICONICS GENESIS64™ 64-bit-enhanced, Web-enabled, OPC-integrated HMI/SCADA
suite, including its GraphWorX™64 graphics development/runtime environment and TrendWorX™64
data collection/logging/charting/reporting/analysis
components. The agency also installed ICONICS
WebHMI™ Web-based real-time automation software as well as ReportWorX™ enterprise reporting,
charting and analysis software, which is a component
of the BizViz™ business visualization suite.
Overview of the Chandrayangutta Tank

About Hyderabad Metropolitan
Water Supply & Sewerage Board
Hyderabad, the capital city of the state of Andhra
Pradesh is one of the fast growing urban conglomerations in India. It is a typical inland city located in
the south-eastern part of the deccan plateau with a
semi-arid climate and a rainfall of 75 cms.
The Hyderabad Metropolitan Water Supply & Sewerage Board (HMWSSB) was constituted on 1/11/1989
under the provisions of the Hyderabad Metropolitan
Water Supply and Sewerage Act 1989 (Act No . 15 of
1989), with the following functions and responsibilities in the Hyderabad Metropolitan Area:
• Supply of potable water including planning, design, construction, maintenance, operation and
management of water supply system
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Project Summary
Water comes at a premium during the hot dry months
in Hyderabad, the most populous city in Andhra
Pradesh. A respite from the heat and relative water
scarcity comes during monsoon season, which typically lasts from late June to early October. The HMWSSB has been tasked with ensuring a reliable source
of water and waste treatment for its citizens. The board
is also involved in other water-related projects including rainwater harvesting and water bottling/canning.
The board sought assistance in automating its water
supply/sewer facilities and contacted Nish Automation who, in turn, recommended ICONICS’ industrial automation software solutions, specifically the
company’s GENESIS64 suite that integrates with
new 64-bit computing machinery and the latest operating systems from Microsoft (including Windows
Vista® and Windows Server® 2008).

Water/Wastewater

The HMWSSB required a way to collect, measure,
visualize and control the data from its multiple facilities located across a wide area, keeping track of
the city’s water from its sources to its outlets. Industrial PCs running GENESIS64, WebHMI (5 nodes),
ReportWorX Lite and other ICONICS software connect to 84 Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) (with
Schneider Electric PLCs for I/O), which are, in turn,
connected by seven Matrix Simado GDT11 fixed cellular terminals (FTCs) and a Moxa Nport 5610 Serial Driver. These RTU/PLC systems are hard-wired

A Hyderabad Metropolitan Water Supply &
Sewerage Board Report in Chart View

The HMWSSB benefits from 64-bit-optimized
technologies (GraphWorX64 graphic development,
TrendWorX64 logging, etc.) from the GENESIS64
suite, combined with ICONICS’ Data Mining
Configurator, Unified Data Manager, ReportWorX
and more.
Conclusion
ICONICS, working with Nish Automation, was able
to meet the HMI/SCADA and business visualization
needs of the Hyderabad Metropolitan Water Supply &

A Geographic Overview of a Division
Within the Board’s Service Territory

locally to Siemens flow meters, level transmitters, Sewerage Board, assisting the agency in its goal of proetc. for the purpose of water auditing via SCADA.
viding a reliable water supply for the city’s residents.
Key Features
The Hyderabad Metropolitan Water Supply & Sewerage Board had multiple configuration requirements for a new HMI/SCADA solution, all met by
ICONICS software’s capabilities, including:
• Real-time OPC Tags
• Ability to Have Local and Remote Connectivity
• Historical Data Access
• 2D and 3D Graphics and Trend Charts
• Flexible Reporting for Scheduled and Ad Hoc
Reporting
• Ability to Interface with SQL Server

Solutions Highlighted
GENESIS64
Designed from the ground up to take maximum
advantage of Windows 7, Windows Server 2008,
.NET and SharePoint® technology. GENESIS64
is also “OPC-To-The-Core™,” exemplifying
the next generation of OPC Data Access, OPC
Alarm and Events and OPC Historical Data Access. This allows for secure, open connectivity
from plants and facilities to the enterprise level.
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Keokuk Municipal
Water Works
Keokuk, IA

Water Pumps at
Keokuk Municipal Water Works

“The system has been in for many years, and
it has been very reliable. The migration from
the older version GraphWorX to the new has
been a success. All aspects of the changeover from interfacing and gathering data from
the Rotork Valve Package (Modbus) to the
new OPC interface from ICONICS for the Allen Bradley PLC5 were completed in a timely
manner with no downtime.”
Bill Cole
General Manager
Keokuk Municipal Water Works
Keokuk Water Treatment Facility Main Menu

AlarmWorX™32. These ICONICS products were selected because of their cost effectiveness, ActiveX®About Keokuk Municipal Water Works
Serving over 4,800 customers, Keokuk Municipal based technologies, ability to log data to Microsoft
Water Works is responsible for providing its resi- SQL Server, and local support. GENESIS32 replaces
dential, commercial and industrial customers with a stand-alone, proprietary system.
a high-quality and reliable water supply. The Water Works service area, 105 miles of pipe within a Project Summary
20-square-mile area, includes the entire incorporat- The GENESIS32 system monitors all functions of the
ed area of the city of Keokuk, Iowa. Additionally, plant, from analytical equipment to Rotork Valve: conthe water system serves two small private water sys- trol, monitor, alarm, trend, etc. The GENESIS32 system
connects to an Allen-Bradley Series 5 and MicroLogiX
tems outside the Keokuk corporate limits.
PLCs, Prolinx Hart Multiplexer, Rotork Valve System,
Hach Analytical Equipment, Toshiba Drive Systems,
ICONICS Software Deployed
Keokuk Water has installed ICONICS GENE- and Rosemount Field Devices. The system has one AlSIS32™ after evaluating ICONICS, Wonderware len Bradley OPC Server, one alarm and trend server,
and Intellution HMI software products. The GEN- and five Browser nodes. The system has 1,500 digital
ESIS32 modules used are TrendWorX™32”and and 225 analog tags. The ICONICS GENESIS32 system connects via Modbus to the Rotork Valve Package.
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The system provides better methods of data monitoring
and alarm logging. It also provides much better visual
representation of the water treatment process, with the
browser nodes located strategically throughout the facility. The ICONICS 16-bit to 32-bit graphics translator
made for a fast and easy upgrade from GENESIS™ for
Windows version 3.5x to GENESIS32 version 6.x.

The water passes upward through the sludge blanket,
which traps slowly settling particles that would otherwise pass through into the filters. The clarified water
off the top of the claricones goes to the re-carbonation
tank, and has a high pH and concentration of calcium
carbonate. Carbon dioxide gas is added to the tank to
form soluble calcium bicarbonate and to reduce the
pH to a level at which the water is stabilized to preProject Overview
vent scale formation or corrosion of water pipes. The
Several large centrifugal pumps move Mississippi water is then gravity-fed into the filters. There are four
river water (raw water) to the plant and into the head sand filters used to remove what little particulate was

Monitoring/Control Screen at Keokuk Municipal
Water Works

tank from the river. Prior to the head tank several
chemicals, including oxidized soluble manganese, a
liquid alum, a coagulate aid, cationic polymer, and
carbon, are fed directly into the raw water.
After the raw water is mixed with the chemicals, it
goes to four claricone Clarifier units where an anionic polymer can be fed directly into the top sludge
blanket in the Clarifiers. Lime is also introduced at
the bottom in a slurry form to remove the minerals
that cause calcium hardness. The entrance velocity
of the raw water promotes mixing within the vessel’s
lower cylinder. The slower rotation in the middle
section provides good particle contact and flocculation. There is little turbulence in the top section of
the claricone, which makes for good settling of the
particles and produces clarified water.

Another Monitoring/Control Screen

not removed in the claricones. Chlorine is then added.
After the water goes through the filters it enters
the storage well. Here liquid ammonia is added to
combine with the free available chlorine, forming
a weaker form of disinfectant. The treated water is
then pumped into the distribution system and to two
elevated storage towers through one of four high service pumps. All the plant control is achieved through
the use of ICONICS GENESIS32 software.
Conclusion
ICONICS has worked closely with Keokuk Water to
make this project a success. Keokuk Water participates
in the ICONICS SupportWorX™ maintenance program for upgrades and access to technical support.
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Lincoln Wastewater System
Lincoln, Nebraska

Lincoln Wastewater System’s
Northeast Treatment Plant

“ICONICS GENESIS32 is a very powerful and
easily configurable control platform. I have no
problems with any of the suite components.
The integration of scripting and expression
editing provides much more power than I am
used to.”
Frank Newell
Control Systems Support Specialist
Lincoln Wastewater Services

Solids Processing Screen

About Lincoln Wastewater System
The Lincoln Wastewater System (LWWS), owned
and operated by the City of Lincoln, Nebraska, provides a continuous and comprehensive effort to assure the proper collection and treatment of current
and future wastewater flows and loads in an environmentally sound and cost effective manner that
protects human health and the environment.
Underneath and throughout Lincoln are 970 miles
of sanitary sewer lines and 14 pumping stations that
keep the wastewater flowing to two municipal treatment plants. The Theresa Street Plant is located in the
north central section of the City and Northeast Wastewater Treatment Plant is just south of Interstate 80
and east of Highway 77. The Theresa Street facility
has a maximum capacity of 27 million gallons per
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day and on an average day presently treats about 18
million gallons of wastewater. The Northeast facility presently treats about 5.5 million gallons per day.
That adds up to 23.5 million gallons of water per day
running through the two treatment plants.
ICONICS Software Deployed
Lincoln Wastewater System installed ICONICS
GENESIS32™ OPC Web-enabled HMI/SCADA
suite and its WebHMI™ Web-based real-time automation component, as well as the BridgeWorX™
(real-time data bridging), ReportWorX™ (enterprise
reporting/charting/analysis) and PortalWorX™ (realtime collaboration and visualization dashboards)
components of ICONICS’ BizViz™ manufacturing
intelligence/business visualization suite.
Project Summary
ICONICS solutions were recommended through
LWWS’ system integrator, Olsson Associates (who

Water/Wastewater

have offices in Lincoln). Lincoln Wastewater System has installed GENESIS32 server and multiple
browser stations at each plant, joined together on the
City’s fiber optic network. Each plant is an activated sludge wastewater facility. The LWWS SCADA
system controls all manual and automatic aspects of
each process including raw water pumping, flow dispersal through different treatment trains, flow control to aeration basins and plant overflow bypass.
The system also controls aeration basin dissolved oxygen monitoring, mixed liquor suspended solids moni-

Grit Processing Screen

toring, return activated sludge flow set points/rates and
effluent flow disinfection/totalization. The system also
controls solid waste removal from the treatment facility.
Although browsers access the local server, the LWWS
application was configured so that in the event of
one server failure, the other plant could provide basic graphics, alarming and trending for the other facility. WebHMI allows LWWS administrative staff
to access graphics, alarming and trending from desktops on the City network. Trending via WebHMI has
been especially useful to operations and maintenance managers. ICONICS BridgeWorX is used to
log process information to a SQL Server database on
a separate server for reporting. ReportWorX is used
to create, print and e-mail daily process and equipment runtime reports to key personnel.

Data communications is handled through wired
Ethernet within buildings and multimode fiber optics between buildings at each site, as well as radio
communications to remote lift-stations and dedicated telephone lines to some remote lift-stations.
ICONICS software interfaces with Allen-Bradley
(SLC 5/05, MicroLogiX 1000 and 1100) and Wago
(Modbus I/O) hardware and KEPware OPC Servers.
Process accumulators, totalizers, averages and more
are logged to SQL Server, while other data is shared
with Microsoft Access and Oracle databases.

Anaerobic Digesters

Conclusion
Lincoln Wastewater Service’s new system provides
monitoring and control of numerous pumps, valves,
gates, wetwell levels and solid waste removal in a
secure manner. The system also allows managers to
monitor any functions that the operators monitor.
LWWS was impressed by the ease and flexibility of
ICONICS software’s configuration, as well as with
the open connectivity and open standards concepts
of OPC technology.
Future projects involving ICONICS include integration of surveillance cameras, maintenance data
and electronic lockout of equipment.
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Loudoun Water
Ashburn, VA

Loudoun Water
Service Area Map

“With the higher performance of Windows Vista, which is fully supported by our
ICONICS software, we anticipate a reduction in customization time by 30 to 40%,
compared with Windows XP.”
Andy Krapf
Supervisor of Instrumentation and Controls
Loudoun Water

Operator Overview Screen at Loudoun Water

About Loudoun Water
Established in 1959, Loudoun Water, also known as
Loudoun County Sanitation Authority, provides dependable, high-quality drinking water and wastewater reclamation services to the unincorporated areas
of Loudoun County, Virginia. Loudoun Water controls and monitors its water distribution and wastewater treatment systems using HMI/SCADA applications. With these graphically rich, Web-enabled
programs, Loudoun Water can view everything from
flow animations and representations of pipes and
valves to dashboards and control panels.
ICONICS Software Deployed
For several years, the utility’s HMI/SCADA system has
been based primarily on GENESIS32™ by ICONICS,
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a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner that develops industrial automation and manufacturing-intelligence
software. Loudoun Water installed its HMI/SCADA
software in an environment with 15 client computers
running the Windows XP operating system connected
to servers running the Windows Server 2003 operating
system. Microsoft SQL Server 2005 data management
software supports the HMI/SCADA applications by
supplying them with information gathered in real time
from the utility’s industrial environment.
Although the Windows XP-based client computers
served the utility’s needs and were straightforward
for the IT department to manage, Loudoun Water
continually seeks ways to improve its industrial processes. It determined that high-performance 64-bit
computers and applications - including a featurerich, easier-to-use, 64-bit version of its ICONICS
software, GENESIS64™ - would increase efficiency, and that the utility would need a newer operating
system to support the upgrade.

Water/Wastewater

Project Summary
In February 2008, Loudoun Water began deploying
the Windows Vista Ultimate client operating system
and upgrading its HMI/SCADA software to include
the GENESIS64 suite.
By upgrading to Windows Vista, Loudoun Water can run
versions of its mission-critical industrial applications that
fully support the newer operating system’s advanced 64bit architecture and richer graphical environment. As a result, these third-party applications are more flexible and
easier to use, and they can be customized much faster.

Alarm Monitoring Screen for Elklick Pump
Station at Loudoun Water

Benefits of the System
The utility’s HMI/SCADA applications running on
Windows Vista include sophisticated features that
would be more difficult to implement in a Windows
XP–based environment. For example, the GENESIS64 suite uses Windows Vista Sidebar Gadgets
as gauges, alarms, sliders, and other controls that
utility employees can access more easily. The suite
also uses enhanced Windows Error Reporting to
gather information that can help identify and resolve program errors.
GENESIS64 exposes metadata and integrates with
Windows Vista search technologies to help employees quickly locate information that the suite generates. The application also increases the IT security
of Loudoun Water by integrating with User Account

Control to help reduce the risk of accidental or unauthorized system changes.
Additionally, Windows Vista comes with Microsoft
.NET Framework version 3.0, which includes,
among other technologies, Windows Presentation
Foundation. Users at Loudoun Water are particularly impressed with the GENESIS64 user interface
elements and 3-D graphics, which are now built on
Windows Presentation Foundation.

3D Model Visualization

Conclusion
The new versions of the utility’s third-party applications take full advantage of the high performance 64bit architecture of Windows Vista. As a result, tasks
related to customizing the applications to match the
industrial environment take less time. These tasks
include 3-D modeling, laying out visual representations of pipes and flow systems, and so on.
Compared to previous versions, the upgraded software is easier to learn and use, runs faster, and
can be faster to customize. With the higher performance of Windows Vista, which is fully supported
by ICONICS software, Loudoun Water anticipates a
reduction in customization time by 30 to 40 percent,
compared with Windows XP.
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City of Lubbock Water
Utilities Department
Lubbock, Texas

Lake Meredith, Lubbock’s Water Source

“The system was developed using ICONICS’
OPC-based GENESIS32 packaged with
WebHMI and ReportWorX software. This
provided the flexibility and power we needed
for a rapidly growing, multi-user SCADA
system with diverse communication,
control, alarming, trending and reporting
requirements.”
David G. Converse
Business Unit Manager
Wunderlich-Malec
A View of Lubbock’s Elevated Tanks

With a new water and wastewater software solution
from ICONICS, installed by Wunderlich-Malec,
About Lubbock Water Utilities
Lubbock Water Utilities is able to provide the best
The city of Lubbock sits in the Texas panhandle on
water and reclamation service possible with the
flatlands marked by aridity. In the dusty, droughtresources available.
prone “hub of the plains,” responsible water use
is imperative. To meet demands of its growing
ICONICS Software Deployed
population, Lubbock must get its water from multiple
GENESIS32™ provides a Web-enabled HMI/
sources. Lake Meredith and groundwater from
SCADA solution to Lubbock’s water and wastewater
aquifers serve as primary sources, while well-fields,
facilities. TrendWorX™32, ReportWorX™32 and
operated by the Canadian River Water Authority,
AlarmWorX™32 components are used for data
supplement supply in times of peak demand. Lubbock
storage, trending and alarming functions.
Water Utilities Department manages all facets of the
city’s water needs, including water collection, water
Project Summary
and wastewater treatment.
ICONICS’ GENESIS32 system provides for the
monitoring and control of all aspects of Lubbock’s
water treatment plant, wastewater treatment plant
and well-field.
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Each of the locations has its own control room
with several operator stations running on WebHMI.
Through custom console panels designed by
Wunderlich-Malec, operators use ICONICS to
monitor values and controls.
At the water and wastewater treatment plants,
chlorine, turbidity, suspended solids, oxidationreduction potential (ORP) and other critical process
variables are monitored. Plant data is acquired via
OPC interfaces with plant programmable logic
controllers (PLCs). Data from the water distribution

Conclusion
ICONICS, in partnership with Wunderlich-Malec,
provides the growing city of Lubbock with an efficient
water management solution. Lubbock is currently
implementing a state-of-the-art treatment process at
their water reclamation facility. The ICONICS-based
SCADA system is integral for efficient operation of
the plant.

Lubbock’s Pump Stations

system is acquired over a radio telemetry system.
Besides graphical interfacing, ICONICS provides
Lubbock Water Utilities with trending, reporting
and alarming. Alarming allows plant operators to
respond to and identify critical problems as they
arise, saving time and money. Trending and reporting
offers efficient data analysis.

Basin Complex View

Solutions Highlighted
TrendWorX
Data Logging, Charting and Reporting Software
ReportWorX
Enterprise Reporting, Charting and Analysis
Software
AlarmWorX
Multimedia OPC Alarm Management Software
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MultiTrode
Queensland, Australia/
Boca Raton, FL

Typical 2-Pump Station Example
in MultiTrode’s Outpost 2

“GENESIS32 from ICONICS provides ease
of use and open connectivity and allows us
to produce a robust Outpost 2 SCADA system for our water/wastewater customers.”
Steve Carson
Vice President of Marketing
MultiTrode

Hydraulic Overview Screen Example

ICONICS Software Deployed
Outpost 2 is built on a proven platform, the GENESIS32™ OPC Web-enabled HMI/SCADA suite
from ICONICS.

Project Summary
About MultiTrode
The MultiTrode SCADA product range has been deMultiTrode are “innovators in pump station man- signed specifically for the needs of water and wasteagement systems, municipal SCADA and level sens- water networks, and includes:
ing”. The ISO9001 company designs and manufactures pump station controllers, RTUs, liquid level
• SCADA - the graphical interface, alarming & trending
sensors, SCADA software and Web-based monitor• Historian - the datastore and reporting interface
ing and control. MultiTrode has remained dedicated
• MTU - the master telemetry unit, which commuto providing technically advanced, yet simple to use,
nicates with the field hardware
solutions to municipal water and wastewater author• RTU - the remote telemetry units, or field hardware
ities around the world for over twenty years.
MultiTrode’s Outpost 2 product is an open and powerful SCADA system designed for the water/wastewater industry. Outpost 2 interfaces directly to MultiTrode pump controllers and RTUs and provides a
wealth of valuable information from every site.
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Some water and wastewater applications that benefit Customers can also benefit from additional ICONICS
from visualization, monitoring, reporting and analy- modules for:
sis solutions include:
• PDAs (via PocketGENESIS™)
• Water Utilities, Municipalities, Distribution Systems
• Mobile Phones (via MobileHMI™)
• Sanitation Systems
• Advanced Reporting (via ReportWorX™)
• Water Filtration and Remediation, and More.
• Web-based Organization Portals (via PortalWorX™)
• Visual OEE/KPIs/Analysis (via BizViz™ ProBenefits of the System
ductivity Analytics)
SCADA systems usually consist of graphic screens
(the HMI [human machine interface]), trends, alarms

Sample Trend Screen

and reporting and GENESIS32 is no exception. The
Outpost 2 system demonstrates a lot of the basic capabilities of GENESIS32. More advanced users may
appreciate multiple other features of GENESIS32
such as drag and drop ActiveX controls for trends
and alarms. Users can go into configuration mode,
drag an alarm ActiveX onto a page and go back into
runtime mode in a few seconds. The same can be
done with trend screens.
Data points on a screen can be simply dragged onto
a trends window to instantly start trending. Alternatively, users can browse through OPC tags and select
the ones that are required. Historical tags can be selected just as easily. And all this can be done while
the SCADA system is running.

Add Site Screen

Case Study Details
The MultiTrode/ICONICS SCADA product
range achieves three key objectives:
• Low Lifetime Cost - a system which a typical
organization can operate and expand themselves
• Low Operational Cost - provides a system
which reduces operational and engineering
costs by minimizing the need for site visits
while improving asset performance
• Open Systems and Protocols - the organization can choose to use whatever products they like
from MultiTrode, as well as products from other
suppliers such as ICONICS - without having to
invest in overcoming proprietary interfaces
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New York Reservoirs
and Dams
Westchester County, NY

New Croton Dam in Westchester County, NY
Holds up to 19 Billion Gallons of Water

“GENESIS32 is being used to help ensure
a primary source of water for millions of
people in New York City.”
Gabe Hauer
AdvanTech Corporation

Main Control Screen at Sodom Dam

About New York Reservoirs and Dams
Over eight million residents and visitors of New York
City depend upon a combination of tunnels, aqueducts, dams and reservoirs located throughout New
York State for their water needs. Three separate systems comprise the water supply for the city, including
the Catskill System, the Delaware River System and
the Croton System. In recent years, the New York City
Department of Environmental Protection (NYCDEP)
has taken on a project to expand and modernize the
Croton System, including the use of automated monitoring and control of dams and reservoirs within the
Croton System, including Croton Dam, Croton Diverting Dam, Sodom Dam, Bog Dam and Middle
Branch Dam.
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ICONICS Software Deployed
NYCDEP, through the suggestion of system integrator, AdvanTech Corporation, selected
ICONICS’ GENESIS32 Web-enabled, OPC-integrated HMI/SCADA suite to perform the various
control and monitoring tasks at each separate dam
and reservoir location.
Project Summary
The New York City Department of Environmental Protection began a project in the early 2000s to monitor
and control water levels in a number of dam-reservoirs
throughout the New Croton Aqueduct. Each reservoir/
dam has its own separate control room, containing its
own instrumentation and controls. AdvanTech was selected to provide autonomous PC-based automation of
the water level monitoring and control and, in turn, recommended ICONICS’ industrial automation software.
The project involves communication with a series of
valves and gates within the reservoirs, each connected
to an actuator. NYCDEP mandated in its project specification that the actuators for the valves and gates communicate via MODBUS protocol. The agency also required that MODBUS communicate throughout each

Water/Wastewater

reservoir/dam’s control system in a loop, something for Benefits of the System
which MODBUS wasn’t designed to do natively.
GENESIS32 met NYCDEP’s requirements in modernTwo PLCs (Schneider Electric) are attached to each izing its reservoir/dam monitoring and control due to:
valve to connect into the looped system, and are
• Integration with multiple communication pronetworked via Ethernet to the GENESIS32 HMI/
tocols and technologies such as MODBUS and
SCADA system. AdvanTech designed the system so
Ethernet
the actuators could be controlled via each reservoir/
• Monitoring of standalone applications, such
dam’s master station control.
as remote water level control rooms
• PC-based HMI/SCADA (whether industrial
or traditional) and integration with Microsoft
operating systems and applications

A Status Screen at Middle Branch Reservoir,
Part of the Croton Water System in New York

Key Features
ICONICS’ GENESIS32 HMI/SCADA is installed at each separate reservoir/dam control
room on a dedicated function industrial PC. The
software has been set to collect historical data
and run without on-site interaction over set periods of time. It also ties in seamlessly with the
PC’s operating system (Windows XP) and database software (SQL Server). GENESIS32 can be
monitored remotely, where operators can get detailed visualization of data related to:
• Valve Actuator Status
• Electric-related Activities
• Motor-related Activities
• Water Levels
• Water Pressure

Water from the New Croton Reservoir Travels
24 Miles Before Entering NYC Via the Bronx

Conclusion
NYCDEP’s Croton System reservoir/dam project
is still ongoing, with GENESIS32 installed at six
fully operational control room sites and two currently in process (as of May, 2009). ICONICS is
honored to be selected in ensuring an adequate
water supply for one of the most populous cities
on Earth.
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Racine Water &
Wastewater Utility
Racine, WI

Sunrise at Racine, WI

“While there are so many new tools and capabilities in the GENESIS32™ product, the one
outstanding feature is the ability to add, delete
and change data tags while the system is online and functioning.”
Bob Gilbreath
Computer, Control & Instrumentation Supervisor
Racine Water & Wastewater Utilities

Plant Overview Screen at Racine Water

About Racine Water &
Wastewater Utilities
Racine Water & Wastewater Utilities serves
100,000 customers in the communities around Racine, Wisconsin. They have two facilities located
on the shores of Lake Michigan in Southeastern
Wisconsin. Their water utility processes an average of 35 million gallons of potable water per day
for their residential, commercial and industrial
customers. Their wastewater utility treats approximately 35 million gallons of wastewater per day
before returning it to Lake Michigan.

AlarmWorX™32 and ScriptWorX™32) is being
utilized for the main visualization, data storage
and alarming functions. DataWorX™32 is also being used for system-wide redundancy. Another option being deployed is advanced data-logging to
Microsoft MSDE database through the ICONICS
MSDE data-logging option.

Key Features
Racine Water initially chose GENESIS for DOS
in 1991 as the HMI operator interface software for
their plant wide SCADA system at their water utility. This system controlled the entire water plant
and distribution system operation of 3 remote tanks
and 1 remote pumping station, from a central control room. There were seven PCs installed in the
control room and around the plant to monitor the
water filtration process.
A year later, a citywide SCADA radio telemetry sysICONICS Software Deployed
tem was installed at the wastewater utility to moniICONICS’ GENESIS32™ HMI/SCADA softtor 11 lift stations, 4 metering sites and 10 safety
ware suite (GraphWorX™32, TrendWorX™32,
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sites. In 1996, the system was upgraded to GENESIS
for Windows and in 2001 the wastewater plant was
modernized using GENESIS32™ to increase capacity and to automate and centralize the control to one
room. An extensive evaluation was made of leading
SCADA vendors. GENESIS32™ was selected because of the speed and redundancy of data collection
systems, as well as due to the superior OPC-based
data engine allowing live changes to the system
without the need to restart.

Filter Monitoring and Control at
Racine Water & Wastewater

Project Summary
At the water filtration plant, five workstations are used
for process visualization, control, alarming and historical trending. Three operator workstations at other
remote locations in the plant provide remote viewing,
control and alarm acknowledgement. Two data servers are also being used for data collection and historical data logging. At the wastewater plant, a central
control room is utilized with five workstations as well
as another ten operator workstations located around
the facility. At the largest lift station, a single system
is installed to monitor and control 15 pumps, as well
as the logging of process and alarm data.

Benefits of the System
Since both the water and wastewater operations
are running 24/7, system stability, reliability, redundancy and the ability to update the data engine
live are critical to the proper operations at each
location. The SCADA system was installed by inhouse personnel and managed by Bob Gilbreath.
The GENESIS32™ system provides for the monitoring and control of all aspects of the water filtration and citywide distribution processes of the
water utility.

Plant Process Monitoring/Control Screen

At the wastewater plants’ field operations office, the
system is used for monitoring and alarming the status of the remote sites. At the Lift Station #1, the
GENESIS32™ system is used for monitoring and
control of the station operation. There are over 1500
total data tags at the water filtration plant and 1300
tags at the wastewater plant which will be expanded
to over 2,000 tags after final improvements are completed. Particle counter data is also collected using
a Hach (another ICONICS OEM) GENESIS32™based software system.
Conclusion
Together, Racine Water & Wastewater Utilities and
ICONICS have produced clean and pure water for
many years to the good people of Racine, Wisconsin.
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Tonawanda Water
Resource Department
Tonawanda, NY

Water Tower
Tonawanda, NY

“ICONICS was able to reduce our operational
cost while providing us with technology we
can grow with.”
Ed Rick
System Manager
Town Of Tonawanda Water Resource Dept.

Wastewater System Overview Screen

and numerous dedicated and browser-based clients.
DataWorX™32 plays an important role in the application, allowing the Water Treatment Facility’s
server to act as the backup server for the Wastewater
Treatment Facility, and visa versa. Both applications
take full advantage of the power of GraphWorX™32,
providing rich and informative operator screens.
TrendWorX™32 is deployed, providing operators
with real-time trending. AlarmWorX™32 Multimedia is used to distribute alarms and events to the appropriate people.
ICONICS software is also deployed at 13 remote
pumping stations connected over leased lines back
to the control room.

About Tonawanda Water Resource Dept.
The Town of Tonawanda, formed in 1836, is located
north of Buffalo, with a population of approximately
80,000. The Water Resource Department operates and
maintains hundreds of miles of water and sewer lines.
Each year billions of gallons of water drawn from the
Niagara River are treated, distributed, collected and
cleaned in order to serve their residents. The name
Tonawanda, or “Swift Waters,” was given to the area Project Summary
ICONICS software replaced a legacy competitor
by the original Native American inhabitants.
HMI/SCADA application when the price for support
became too high. The Town of Tonawanda was payICONICS Software Deployed
GENESIS32™ Enterprise Edition and WebHMI™ ing high support cost for the HMI/SCADA package
are deployed at both the Water and the Wastewater and other third-party applications such as reporting
Treatment Facilities. Between both locations there solutions. Switching to ICONICS paid for itself in
are five GENESIS32 servers, five WebHMI servers, the first year. For the price of one year of support,
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GENESIS32 and WebHMI were installed on a 32bit platform at a lower cost, providing more technology such as the ability to have true thin-client viewing via Internet Explorer Web browsers.
The system was installed by town employees, with
sales and technical support from BCS in Buffalo,
NY. OPC technology and redundancy both play a
significant role in the application. Kepware OPC
drivers are used to connect GENESIS32 to Modicon PLCs and Industrial Control Links Devices. The
system has approximately 4,000 I/O points in total.

nected via mobile phones, and more. In addition to
lowering their support cost for the maintenance contracts, time spent supporting the system internally is
now minimal.
WebHMI is a true thin-client solution with all the administration and licensing done on the server. With
client-side licensing, staying connected to the plant
can be done anywhere, anytime. All that is needed
are a user name and password.

Zimpro Flow Screen

Ellicott Station Monitoring Control at
Tonawanda Water Resource Department

Redundancy is performed at three levels. There are
redundant Enterprise servers in each location, and
each location works as a backup for the other. There
is a wireless Ethernet between the locations running
over a Cisco backbone. DataWorX32 Redundancy is
used to keep the plants in sync. There are redundant
OPC drivers in use, as well as redundant Ethernet
with a recovery time of less than 300 milliseconds.
Benefits of the System
Deploying ICONICS software lowered the expensive
support costs to keep the legacy systems running. The
upgrade also gave the Town of Tonawanda a system
they can expand on for years. They have the architecture that supports additional functionality, such
as wireless operator stations, the ability to stay con-

Conclusion
The Town of Tonawanda is continuing to retrofit
ICONICS software solutions and soon will deploy
ReportWorX™ as their reporting standard.
Solutions Highlighted
WebHMI
Web-Based Real-Time Automation Software
DataWorX
OPC Data Aggregation, Bridging, Redundancy
and Tunneling
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Webb County
Water Treatment
Rio Bravo, TX

Webb County Water Treatment Plant
Rio Bravo, Texas

Control Systems Architecture

About Webb County Water Treatment
The Webb County Water Treatment Plant (WTP) in
Rio Bravo, Texas is situated near the Rio Grande
River, south of San Antonio. In order to meet population growth and to respond to rising water quality requirements, the county planned to construct a
new plant and to replace the outdated, high maintenance water treatment facility. The former WTP
has no computerized control or SCADA system, and
operating the process equipment, water intake, and
distribution systems required a great deal of time.
Spanish is the native language for most of the plant
personnel, and several of them were not fluent in
technical English.
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ICONICS Software Deployed
ICONICS GENESIS32™ suite of OPC Web-enabled HMI and SCADA applications was selected
by the CH2M HILL SCADA project team and Webb
County Engineers due to its language switching capabilities. During the design development time, it
was the only major HMI package that included this
feature, providing operators with the ability to interface with the SCADA system in either language,
English or Spanish. The developed software serves
to gather WTP process data, as well as monitor,
alarm, present, and trend the plant information. Webb
County and CH2M HILL also selected ICONICS
AlarmWorX32™ MMX alarm notification software
and WebHMI™ for secure remote access.
Project Summary
To meet the requirements for stringent water quality,
desired water production, and efficient and economical plant operation and maintenance, sophisticated
instrumentation and control and SCADA systems
were required. However, as the operations and maintenance staff was largely unfamiliar with computerized control systems, the developed SCADA system
needed to be based on a user-friendly, graphically enhanced, bilingual (English/Spanish) package. Equipment tags, process descriptions, and other information incorporated in the SCADA system screens
needed to be switched between English and Spanish, in the runtime environment, by selecting a single
button. This would ease operators’ and maintenance
personnel’s interaction with the WTP systems.

Water/Wastewater
Benefits of the System
The ICONICS-enabled multi-language support is a
convenience to most of the operators, maintenance
personnel, and Webb County engineering and management staff that are fluent in both languages. It’s a necessity for safe water plant operation for those who might
not be confident in using one specific language.
ICONICS GENESIS32 remote alarm notification,
real time and historical trending, automated reporting, and secure remote access and monitoring
via thin client technology were implemented to allow for ease of monitoring and operation. Webb

Process Control Screen at Webb County Water
in Spanish

County worked closely with their engineering
partner, CH2M HILL in the Austin, Texas office,
to ensure the smooth transition in plant operations.
The development of, and adherence to, the HMI
software design standards resulted in simple and
clear control screens.
Conclusion
By employing functionality such as reporting systems, remote access to control system data, remote
alarm notification, language aliasing, and having the
software fully developed and thoroughly tested at
the CH2M HILL SCADA lab, Webb County WTP
users could quickly see the benefits of the deployed
control system. In particular, by implementing the

Webb County Water Treatment Plant Control System in both English and Spanish, utilizing the GENESIS 32 software, the operators were able to adapt to
a computerized control system quickly and easily.

The Same Process Control Screen in English

Case Study Details
While replacing the outdated WTP facility, Webb County Project Engineers sought
specific details for the planned HMI/SCADA
package including:
• Friendly, intuitive, easy to use HMI/SCADA
for WTP personnel and management alike
• Multi-lingual configuration
• Language switching during runtime
• Universal features common to Water/Wastewater industry
• Alarm notification & secure remote Web access
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Have your own story to tell?

Water Treatment

Has an ICONICS software solution contributed towards your customers’
Operational Excellence? We would love to hear about it. We will publish the
story (along with your logo) in a future edition of the Success Story Book.
Send your story idea in an email to info@iconics.com (subject: ICONICS
Success Story).
You can also promote your products and services to the world with an advertisement in the next print/online edition of the ICONICS Success Story
Book. Full page, half page and quarter page ads help your organization
realize its own success. Email info@iconics.com (subject: ICONICS Success
Story Advertisement).
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